
Begin where it always begins, with Wikipedia:

B

"An alternate reality game (ARG), is an interactive narrative that uses the real world as a platform, 
often involving multiple media and game elements, to tell a story that may be affected by participants' 
ideas or actions." (Phaedra777 - Revision as of 16:02, 11 February 2007my emphasis)

i

The wikipedia user Phaedra777 (an active member of the ARG community) added this phrasing on 
February 11, 2007 to replace language that had been in place for 3 years prior (which said something 
about boundary crossing or genre and was overall less interesting.)

a

This current sentence comprises one of many attempts at defining ARGs, and it's one of my favorites 
because of some pretty significant assumptions it makes about what kind of thing an ARGs is. It also 
provides a convenient hook for the question I want to investigate today. Dave Szulborski frequently 
explained ARGs as a kind of videogame, so if we take that informal identifier seriously, then our 
definition might become 

d

"An ARG is a videogame that uses the real world as a platform." 

"

And now we've got something to prove. In this paper, I'm going to approach Alternate Reality Games 
through the logic of Platform Studies, the conclusions of which will turn out to be some rather familiar 
territory (the idea of culture or even the real as responsive to semiotic analysis), but in order to get there 
in a way that makes this question more interesting, I'm also going to leverage some problems implicit 
in archiving these works, problems which have some implications for ARG textuality. Ultimately this 
project has two goals, 1) to place the questions of platform studies into the discourse of postmodernism 
and 2) to move the academic conversation about ARGs further into a place where specific, close 
readings of their texts can tell us more about how they fit into our culture.. I insist, in other words, that 
we can say more content-specific things about ARGs than that they offer a next step in gaming's future 
or a utopian expression borne of collectively intelligent problem solving. I pursue this line of thinking 
through some observations about elements of the ARG campaign, “Why So Serious?”, a promotion for 
the 2008 film, The Dark Knight. 

 



I suggest that its eponymous question speaks to us us from within the aesthetic singularity of 9/11, and 
that by channeling the textual relays of Dada and other artifacts of postmodern, Why So Serious 
authorizes the 21st century as the Lacanian Real of the 20th century's imaginary.

  



Thus, we must answer the question, Why So Serious?, with an urgency of the archive (ARGHive?), and 
it proceeds dialectically through the historicization of the future. Furthermore, that futurity is, in turn, a 
prevalent theme in many ARG works, if not all, to some extent, and I will go as far as to say that 
futurity is a unique element of ARG textuality, existing as a semantic and syntactic component within 
nearly every ARG campaign. 

n

Accordingly, these are the questions I hope to explore (if not answer) in the course of this paper:

A

1 - Are ARGs texts? If so, what are their specific operations of meaning-making?
2 - Are ARGs digital?
3 - If so, what are the platformic implications of ARG textuality? Does it mean anything to say that 
ARGs use their[sic] real world as a platform?
4 - Where should we locate the materiality of ARGs?

4

(Note that I've left one question out: whether ARGs are really games. It's an important question, but it's 
one that others have answered already. To summarize, the answer is yes and no.)

Futures of Textuality

F

I include in my paper title the phrase "futures of textuality" because, lately, I've been thinking about the 
future and how difficult it is to move away from diachronic formulations of medial textuality which are 
easy to take for granted within ARGs and within digital media studies generally speaking. Even if we 
nominally distance ourselves from deterministic progression narratives for the digital, the spectre of 
novelty (which is explicitly historical) haunts us every time we (or at least I) introduce ourselves as 
someone teaching New Media. 
 
Now, there is transversal line of that diachrony which is that the figure of the past itself, specifically 
that my own research has, to date, been somewhat focused on the past. I co-edited a collection titled 
"Playing the Past," and my dissertation looked at historicizing videogame typography, particularly that 
which was produced in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In both of these works, the restorative aesthetics 
of nostalgia formed a crucial link in the arguments of my work and my collaborators'. 

o

I'm going to argue today that - whereas videogames hinge on meaning within a historical dialectic that 
essentializes restorative knowledge and produces meaning through play-logic-like memory, ARGs 
proceed through a forward-looking prehensile, proprioceptive text-play-logic.

1 - Are ARGs textual? Are ARGs textual?

1

Yes, emphatically textual. ARGs are super-texts. Their disposition as texts is, however, fraught with a 
kind of double logic of meaning-making. Whereas a social text (after mckenzie) produces meaning 
within a complex interplay of textuality, production history, reception history, discourse, etc., ARGs 
add to this a lever of meaning production. To situate reader's within the discourse of textual meaning 
production is, for verbal and visual texts, making a phenomenologial claim, but for ARGs making 
meaning, the same claim (that readers are invested in the production of meaning) is simply and 
urgently historical. A core game design element for ARGs must be building in structures for players to 
negotiate this meaning amongst themselves. 

n

As noted game designer Jane McGonigal describes one game, "The distributed fiction of I Love Bees 
was designed as a kind of investigative playground, in which players could collect, assemble, and 



interpret thousands of different story pieces related to the Halo universe."

i

Describing the same universe, which includes the ARG I love bees, Steven E. Jones offers the 
following summation, "games are examples of the social text ... Games are *already* complex digital 
models of engagements with their own possibilities... studying Halo has to include more than the 
formal features of "the game itself"...those features, when properly understood, are thresholds to the 
possibilities represented by vectors of the expanding Halo universe."

p

He concludes, "Games are social texts with a vengeance", which is a nice turn of phrase, because it also 
gets at the doubly-textual nature of these ... things. Taking that reversal even further, Sean Stewart has 
described ARG design with the following: Instead of telling a story, we would present the evidence of 
that story, and let the players tell it to themselves."

t

ARGs are supertextual things. And I do use the word "things" here as an example of the difficulty faced 
when one tries to refer to a specific ARG corpus. Whereas for Barthes, an artifact can move from work 
to text, an ARG constantly moves from text to work, continually resisting its archival or material 
identify as an artifact. The most stable artifactual marker for an ARG-as-text is really the "Here's what I 
think is going on" post in a messageboard thread dedicated to a particular game. 

t

Which brings me to the next question.

W

2 - Are ARGs Digital?

2

Most ARGs begin online or have a significant online representation of their fictive worlds, and the 
negotiation of meaning so essential to ARG textuality typically takes place in online discussion forums 
like The Unforum. But are ARGs really digital in any meaniningful way, if their primary game play 
involves the negotiation and interpretation of the evidence of a story that could play out in any 
environment, including items, say, delivered through the mail, or in-person conversations with fictional 
people? ARGs are not, therefore, *essentially* a web-based form, and can easily imagine (and indeed 
there probably are) entirely off-line events or campaigns with all the semantic and syntactic features of 
ARGs. 

A

I do think, however, that ARGs are digital, for at least two reasons.

I

First, the process by which ARG data becomes meaningful (again, that which is socially and urgently 
negotiated as the task of gameplay) bears no relationship to analogy. For example, in a game prototype 
created by some of my students, a lacrosse ball became a portkey device to communicate with civil war 
soldiers. Within their game, a statement like, "That is a lacrosse ball" has no meaning, in the same way 
that this object's ability to introduce a change of state into the game world has nothing to do with its 
(analogic, representational) resemblence to any actual time travel device. Now, in making this 
distinction between analog and digital, I'm reminded of Roland Barthes' bracketing these terms in his 
Rhetoric of the Image, where he sidesteps a major inroad to his argument by holding apart the digital 
and the analog, insisting, for the sake of his argument, that the analog cannot proceed linguistically 
because it relies on resemblance, and language relies on difference.  Similarly, I think there is a way 
back into this gap within my own argument, but I'll return to that later in order to make my second 
argument for the digitality of ARGs.

a

Second, ARGs proceed through a means of extracting pattern from a background of otherwise random 
data. I'm thinking back to N. Katherine Hayles' discussion of this act of agency in her 1993 essay, 



"Virtual Bodies and Flickering Signifiers." For Hayles, this pairing replaces presence and absence as 
the engine of signification (both theoretically and textually) when the logic of informatics take hold 
within literature. Information and the question of access to information is fundamental to ARG play, 
since ARG designers' dictate the temporal unfolding of an ARG campaign simply by controlling the 
rate at which information trickles out. 

r

But for Hayles, at least in that essay, the implications of this transformation gesture toward 
immateriality. I realize of course that this is not where her current thinking lines up. But its worth 
noting that for ARGs, materiality is much more of a challenge than immateriality. Their bodies begin in 
virtuality, so to describe them as virtual does not transform them meaningfully. This matters because 
tne consequence of this different orientation may be evident in the fact that Hayle's best examples of 
informatically inflected literary texts are the works of cyberpunk and postmodern experimentation. 
ARGs are, by contrast, at a semantic or plot level, often no more challenging or experimental than soft 
sci fi or psychological thriller. 

s

In any case, for the question at hand, ARGs are *digital enough* that it does make sense to look to 
them with the insights of an approach to digital textuality. I will allow that this sense of digitality that 
I'm invoking is figurative, which is not to say that it is insignificant by any means, but that I'm not sure 
how the insights of, say, critical code studies would come to bear on ARGs except, again, in a 
figurative sense. 

f

3 - So what then are the platformic implications of ARG textuality?

3

If one views the undertaking of a platform study as something analagous to bibliographic or textual 
scholarship, then it seems we are, in a way, simply making a text of the platform -- reading that surface 
for meaningful structuring in the same way that we might read a discourse community or genre. 
Applying this to ARGs, however, leads us in the direction of a double blind. To return to Phaedra's 
definition, ARGs build a narrative (or videogame) by using the real world as a platform, but to speak of 
that platform, the real world, as a text, is well-trodden turf within concept fields like postmodernism, 
poststructuralism and academic disciplines like cultural studies or performance studies. Interrogating 
the Real for signifying structures or observing that what we like to think of as natural reality is undercut 
by the structure of language has been done before. 

b

So in order to say something new, to introduce a lever that gives us something new, I offer one 
possibility and a way into something different.

p

Perhaps textuality is *not* identical with platformicity. 

P

If there *is* a difference, then reality-as-platform needs another vector, alongside or in among 
meaning, signification and interpretation. I offer aesthetics as a possibility.

m

If the critical project of dadaism is to challenge the assumption that the aesthetics of an objet d'art flows 
more or less problematically through the artist and critic to the cultured audience, and instead to orient 
the burden of aesthetic proof into the valuation of aesthetics itself, then perhaps the content of ARGs 
proceeds not from a textualization of reality but rather an aestheticization of reality. In this sense, the 
platformicity of the real world does not undercut perception through the structuring order of language, 
but through the aestheticization of history. 

b

Furthermore, play is a recurring theme in the works of Dadaism, so with that in mind, perhaps 



Duchamp has been all along asking us, "Why so serious?"

4 - Where should we locate the materiality of ARGs?

4

For this final question, we must return to the future -- all the way to the year 2000. In the year 2000, 
Sean Stewart and Elan Lee led a team in producing an alternate reality game, arguably the first of its 
kind, that came to be known first colloquially and then officially as the beast. The full story of this 
ARG is well-documented, so I won't summarize it here, except to point out that the events from this 
ARG and more importantly the documents that players found and made sense of, all exist within the 
year 2142. Thus the game's fictional world exists at a historical remove, but more importantly, the 
meaning-making of the game exists *after* the documents are produced. This is how texts work 
anyway, but for the Beast, textuality is under a diachronic negotiation of meaning.

a

The text of the game's story was very much in negotiation throughout its unfolding, and many times the 
designers had to re-purpose content or generate new content in response to unexpected interpretations 
by the players. In this way, the game moved from the past to the future through a channel dictated not 
by the affordances of a game engine or the dialectic of intertextual play with signification, but through 
the valuation of symbolic elements by an authorial director.

t

The game moves again (and continually) from the future into the past and back again through the 
insistence of materiality, in the form of a rich archive of the game's artifacts that are hosted and 
meaningfully organized now on cloudmakers.org. This archive creates a more or less fixed version of 
the game's content and its unfolding in a way that imbues its platformicity with the grammatological 
strictures of materiality. And at its expressive core, the historical dialectic of futurity appears again 
since, after all, an archive lives in the future, not in the past.

s

What is striking about The Beast's historicity is its timing in history. In a what is now a well-known 
anecdote, players of The Beast, calling themselves the cloudmakers, confronted (very briefly) the 
reality of 9/11 with the game aesthetics they had honed through collaborating on The Beast. In the 
shock of grief immediately following 9/11, some cloudmakers proposed that the collective intelligence 
of the group turn toward solving 9/11, deploying their collective skill as a way of responding to crisis, 
solving it like a puzzle. Jane McGonigal sees this moment as inappropriate but utopian, finding in this 
response a demonstration of ideas that she has applied into her game design, that she expresses in 
axioms like, "when we are playing we are not suffering," or that by employing collective intelligence, 
we can invent a better future through gameplay. For example, her recent games, produced through her 
role at the Institute for the future, invite players to experience their lives in 2019, or to live their lives in 
a world without oil. 

a

These games are interesting and important, and I do believe in their inherently progressive assumptions 
about social justice and change, but consider the "gamification" of 9/11 alongside statements like 
KarStockhausen's remarks about 9/11 being a great work of art, and the politics remain problematic.

K

What I think Stockhausen (and others who have made similar statements) meant is that 9/11 represents 
an aesthetic singularity -- a point of value where irony and axiology have no traction. This is the same 
singularity or aporia out of which Heath Ledger's Joker speaks to us in the film, The Dark Knight.

s

Considering this thoroughly *alternate* reality ARG in the broader semantic picture that includes 
McGonigal's utopian, progressive vision as well as dystopian science fiction, we can find again and 
again patterns of a future-aiming dialectic that constructs the construction of meaning, the politics of 



negotiating meaning, that constitute Alternate Reality Gameplay.

n

Therefore, when we assess the material textuality of ARGs, we can locate that materiality in the ludic 
efforts to fix the future and make it meaningful. And following that logic, we can begin to see better 
how supertextuality plays out in digital media.

h


